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ad the bfour w : (TA:) and the kgs ofa be-
camel. (M, .) One my, [likening a man to a
camel lying down,] &sl,W t,1, meaning He too
up kit abode, and ettled, (T, M, ]K,) in a place;
like U.l O.A (T,M.) 'o;l f ll [mean-
ing Syria beame in a ettlid tate] occur in a
trd. a 'related by A'Obeyd: and if he aid
d,1lM, it would be allowable; 0. 1- being pl. of
, [i. e. e I or ,] which is a name for

any tent-pole except in'the middle of the , ,
which bha three pole. (T.) And it is said in
another trad., t; j a o, menin*. ~ A:1 dl, meaning
7TA ey cst down tha rain that it contained.
(TA.)

eo

1, meaning A son; (M, Mgh, ] ;) because
he is the fther's building, made to be so by God;
(Er-Righib, TA;) and t a on's ton; and t a
damdant more remote; (Mqb;) is with a con-
junctive I [when not immediately preceded by a
quiescence, written X41]; (ZJ, T, M;) [and when
immediately preceded by the proper name of a
man and immediately followed by the proper
name of his parent, written without the 1, as in

6&0. joh,.

3. -0 Zeyd the son of 'Amr (in which
case it should also be observed that the former
proper name is without tenween); unless the
words compose a proposition, as in .~ 0.1 Nj

Zy i the on of '.Amr; or in the case of an
interrogation, a in # j1 ~ E;1 Is Zeyd
the eon of 'Amr?]: the pl. is ,*O (T, j, Mgh,
MNb) in the nom. case, and ; in the accus.
and gen.; (Mgh;) and :U4, (T, /, M, Mgh, M,b,
]5,) which is a pl. of patuo.: (Mb :) [and hence
it is argued that] the sing. is of the measure Ja
with the final radical letter elid(led and the con-
junctive I prefixed; (M;) originally , (M, 1i,)
with , as we judge, because [the aor.] i is
more common than ·.: (M:) or originally .,
(1, M,b, ],) with two fet-bahs, because it has
i ; for a pl., and the perfect pl. does not admit
of change [in its vowels beyond that which is here
made in ip4 for Cj, ]; (Mqb;) and because it
has for a pl. XX, like J.;.. has JL ; (?;)
and the elided letter is ., (Akh, T, /,) am in ,1.
and 1, (?,) because j is more commonly elided
than tJ; (Akh, T;) or because the fern. is 

and [that of t is] %.; for we do not see this.
[or :#] affixed in the fern. except when j is elided
in the masc., as is shown by ;1l;L and ;a;
(1 ;) though 5, is not a decisive proof that the
last adieal is ., for a reason stated above in the
explanation of it: (T:) or, as some say, it is
originally j., with kesr to the..,, like j1.,
because they my , and a change [of a vowel]
in a came of this kind is rare: (Meb:) [but J
ays,] it may not be of the measure Ji nor j;,

because it haam );with fet-b to the ,o, for a pl.;
nor of the meuure J;P , because this has [gene-
rally] for its [broken] pl. JU or 3,S: ( :) Zj
says that it is originally & or 4, or it may be
originally 4t; that it is app. the last accord. to

those who say ; ; and that !¶ may be pl. of
the measure X and of ,; that . favours
its being of the latter; but that it may be of the
measure J;i changed to ,J, as i., is changed

to 3;) in the case of .1. (T.) Beside the pls.
mentioned above, Cil has a quasi-pl. n., namely

_t;l, of the same measure as &sl; (Mgh, TA ;)
a sing. denoting the pl.: or, as some say, w1! has
for pl.* :; and op*. (TA.) Lh mentions the
phrase, .,StI -l . [or ^. t1 Uit, 273se are
tL en of their ons]. (M.) Sometimes a. is
affixed to ,. ( [so that it becomes .. I or,..;l at

the beginning of a sentence, and .;t or ,;l in
other cases]: the word is then doubly declinable

[like j l or l1.]: you say,,ql I, [(Thi is a
won], and L1 *'1 [I aw a son], and ,,W;4 .$
[I paed by a on]; making the ij similarly
declinable to the.*; and the I is with kesr in
every case [when the word commences a sentence,
whether you make the word doubly declinable or
not]: (AHeyth,* S:) [for] some make it singly
declinable, leaving the C, with fet-b in every case

[as the j in .1a or ,1,]; saying, &.I 'l, [nThi
is thy on], and [I aw thy on], and

.4 [I pased by thy son]. (AHeyth,
TA.) ljassfn says,

-- j .. -'.. -

[We begot the tons of EI-'And, and the two sons
of Moharrib; and hor generous are 'm as a
maternal uncle! and hor generous are vee as a
son!], (?, ],*) i. e., 4l1: the . is augmentative,
and the hemaeh [or rather I] is that of conjunction.
(1.) And Ru-beh says,

[At the neeping of a bereft woman, who has lost
a relation, therefore sle calls out, With my
father would I ransom thee, and a son]; meaning
L.J (TA.) The fem. of 'J1 is V ;I or vr

[with the conjunctive I when not commencing a
sentence] and V ; [meaning A daughter; and
t any femal descendant]: (T, 8, M, Mgh, Myb,
I :) accord. to 8b, (M,) 4I is formed fromn XIl

by affixing s [or o]; but not so ; for this is
formed by affixing Ug as a letter of quasi-coordi-
nation, and then substituting for it C.: (M, ] :)
[but if the ;, be substituted for S, it seems more
probable that the .S is the final radical:] or, as
some say, the j.; is substituted for·: (M:) [Mtr
says,] the ;o is substituted for the final radical:
(Mgh:) accord. to Ks, it is originally with o [or
5], because it has a fem. meaning: (IABr, Mb :)
(my own opinion is most agreeable with this of
Ks; and with that of Zj, which will be mentioned
below; or, perhaps, is identical with that of Zj:
I think it most probable that, as O.l is generally

held to be originally .so or j, so 3al and '
are both originally 1 or ~, and that ;
is formed from iIl by suppressing the alif,
transferring its kereh to the o, making the 0s

quiescent, and changing the ; into ;o, which is
therefore said to be not the sign of the fem.
gender, either because it is not ;, but is a sub-
stitute for ;, or because it is preceded by a quies-
cent letter:] A.Hn says that the c is substituted
for the final radical letter, whllich is,; and that it
is not the sign of the fem. gender, because the
letter [next] before it is quiescent: this [he says]
is the opinion of Sb, and is the right opinion;
for he says that if you were to use it as the proper
name of a man, you would make it pcrfectly
decl.; and if thoe , were to denote the fem.
gender, the name would not be perfectly decl.:
(TA :) and the same is said respecting die C. in

.&1: (TA in art. .I. :) this ca remains in a
case of pause (Ks,IAar,S,Mshb) as in the case
of the connexion of the word witlh a word follow-
ing: (S:) but one should not savy '1, (Th, T,
1.) because the I is required only on account of

the quiescence ofthe ,-, and is therefore dropped
when this is made movent: (S:) Zj says that, in
forming the pl. of ;.. [nnd of a;4I], the sing.
is reduced to its original form, whicil is is [as
I find it written in the transcript from the T in
the TT, but it may be a mistiake for '*",] with
the last radical letter suppressed: (T in TT:)
the pl. is itA4 (T, $, Msb) alonec: (Q :) [and
this is generally treated as a fernm. pl. of the
perfect, or sound, kind, although the :; in ' 
is said to be not a sign of the fem. gender; so
that you sav, ;ti4 c.Ij I ran tiy daughters;
but sometimes] one says, ;i t , with fet-b
[as the case-endilng], treating the a. us a radical
letter. (S.) It is said in the Blairi' tlhat when
men and women are mixed togcther, the masc.
pl. is made predominant; so that onle says, .4
O~L [meaning Tie &ots and daughtcers, or the

children, of such a one]; ald evenl, s; Xp il'f,'"
.e [A Noman of the ed ilren qf Tcmeenm]; and
accordingly, if j.)J *. is appllied to denote the
persons to whom'a legracy is leftl, the males and ihe
females are included thercin. (lMstb.) - When
C;, is applied to that which is inot a human being,
(lAmh, Mbil,) to an irrational Ib,in, (M#b,) it
has for its p!. C': (IAmb, M.l,:) thus the pl.
of .l..,i ,.4! [A young mwle catmel in ,id swcond

year] is "." :.;,: (Mglh, MRb :) that of .l
0. [A imale camel tihut has entered upon his
third year] is O' .:.,: (M.b :) and that of
;-; 4l [An. one of the stars of the tail of Ura

J-rAjor or of that of Urea Mi,fnor] is :.; ;J, ;

but sometimes, by poetic licence, ;; ,~: and
hence, or to make a distinlction between the males
and the females, the lawyers say, O~1 c ..
(IAmb, Msb.) .,tZ also signifies ?Doll mwith
tahich young girls play: (S, Mgh,L]:) sing. .
(Mgh.) It occurs in this sense in a trad., in
which 'Aishell speaks of her playing therewith
(S, Mgh) when, being nine years of age, she was
conducted as a bride to Mol,ammad. (Mgh.).
*! is often prefixed to some other noun (T, M,

Msb) that particularizes its signification, because of
a close connexion between the two meanings:
(Msb :) and so is ' Z. (T, M.) [Most of the
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